Final Equine Evaluation Presentation

Mare:  
-Pedigree  
(Include anything that sets this horse apart from others)  
-Performance  
-Produce  
- Pedigree  
-Performance  
-Produce  
-Conformation  
-Conformation

Summary: As a broodmare of Utah State University, please give a summary of where (discipline) this horse would best fit as a producer in the industry. Include at least three reasons why you feel this way, and sufficient information to defend those reasons.

Discipline or Disciplines: Example – Reining, Cutting, Cow Horse, Barrel Racing, Roping, Ranch Horse, etc.

Breeding

Sire: Choose TWO sires the University could breed to the assigned mare.  
1. Any Stallion with no restrictions.  
2. Have to be able to ship frozen or cooled semen under $5000 Breed Fee.

Please include the following information:  
Pedigree  
(Include anything that sets this horse apart from others)  
-Performance  
-Produce  
- Pedigree  
-Performance  
-Produce  
-Conformation  
-Conformation

Conclusion

THE WHY! How are they going to compliment each other?  
-Pedigree  
-Performance  
-Produce  
-Conformation

Please write ending conclusion in essay form.